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*RV description, so what is the RV, a collection of currencies collected around the world, 

most of them stolen loot out of invaded countries or printed out by the Rothschilds owned 

printing company called De La Rue, that would essentially be revalued at X times the 

current valuation and other currencies would be devalued at X times the current rate. For 

example if the RV had validity and went ahead, the talk was the $ would devalued by 

between 50-80%, Zims, dongs and dinars which were held in vast quantities by the cabal 

after they looted those countries would increase by 3-10 times their current value. Most 

top military, mercenary groups, so called terrorist groups, politicians and media giants 

were paid in dinars not dollars on the promise each note would pay out 3 to 10 times its 

current value, and so making them all multi millionaires overnight, this is what is 

stopping the authorities moving as they all want their payouts, except nobody appears to 

have gotten through their single brain cell thinking and told them a. its not happening b. 

you have been duped and c. current banking system cant handle influx of that kind and 

would totally collapse all banks globally within 5 minutes of it being banked. To pull off 

the RV requires a down payment that is larger than all the money spent by everyone in 

the last 500 years or more, and assets to back it that would require a number of Earths not 

just this one to support it, now ask yourselves is that scenario eminently possible? This is 

the stark reality of what people are promoting on the internet. So what was the RV goals? 

The Plan to eliminate America as the major role player started back in the 70's and goal 

was to financially cripple the country, weaken and then eliminate the dollar, or so it has a 

value of a peso, remove the guns from the people, declare many terrorists and load into 

FEMA camps and reduce 85% of other countries who are trading with the dollar into 

oblivion, why do you think the US military sold all their equipment to the Asian faction 

and are now leasing it back? for those that are new, I mean every plane, ship, weapons or 

missile belonging to the USA inc military, (for those new our current military does not 

belong to America, does not operate for and by America either, Rothschilds and Jesuit 

puppets, with a heavy leaning to the Zionists thrown in) so how was it done, well with 

Rothschilds and minions emptying all the American and govt bank accounts ably 

supported by the Fed, there has been no money to run the country since November 2016 

and they have been selling stuff off and getting DOD credit vouchers since, all of that 

military hardware was paid for by the people, was sold to the Asian faction, all of it, work 

is still underway to get it all back. The RV was a bank, corporate and cabal bail out to 

kick start not humanitarian programs, but to start the 90% humanity genocide programs, 

pure and simple and anyone who thinks different at this stage with all the information 

that is available, is either beyond stupid bordering on retarded, a rothschilds agent or a 

cabal puppet, there is no other category, so take your pick, the RV was a harvesting 

program, pure and simple, but people fell for it for seducement purposes, a promise of 

free money, and we have all fell for that at some stage particularly in times of economic 

downturn, but it is short term gain and long term pain, what is required now for first time 
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ever is short term pain and long term gain, enough of the seducements, false promises, of 

RV's, PPP's, ET packages, Nesara/Gesara, OPPT birth certificate pay outs it was all 

illusion designed to string us all along whilst they raped and pillaged, due to the Trust 

their ability to do any of the above has been drastically reduced and edging towards being 

eliminated altogether. 

 

*Un threats were being issued to many govt officials within the UN assembly, it was not 

unexpected by many of the attendees and that is a sign of progress, as they know who the 

real enemy is now, all in your face, makes all the vast quantity of time Kim and team 

have put in to teach these people of what is really going on on this planet, most couldn't 

believe it at first and now they do, some who rejected us last year are now returning as 

they have finally seen it all for themselves. 

 

*one high level and prominent govt employee has been charged with possible high level 

treason and is currently walking around with an ankle bracelet, one suspects it will 

become very clear who, although there was reference in last weeks show, in the coming 

days, it will become obvious. no it is not RR that is an extra issue. 

 

*Fed raised rates yesterday in an attempt to crash market by 500 points today, cabal have 

put options on it dropping and ready to cash in, this would increase panic on banks and 

lead to chaos next week with budget looming. We have warned often enough these 

clowns are here to financially assassinate this country and actions must be swift and 

brutal to deal with the problem, there is no more warnings as there is no more time, go 

forward with pay with the solutions provided or react with no pay and watch the country 

and it's people suffer. I can now say their plan failed, another one they lost on, time for 

Trump et al to deal with the Fed once and for all, and its cash collection subsidiary the 

IRS. Given the Fed has no license after it was revoked and yet they still play games by 

increasing rates to get money for their fraudulent scumbags on Wall Street, we are 

looking into a plan of every time they raise rates, we raise the Fed's interest by treble or 

more on the debt they owe to the trust. 

 

* The OCC (OFFICE OF THE COMPTROLLER OF CURRENCY)is currently 

investigating all the banks as the fraud and corruption can no longer be hidden, and will 

dealt with accordingly. 

 

*Norfolk Virginia cabal crew ran by the SSp has been accessing all the treasury files and 

accounts and has been transferring data over to the Chinese elements. all security codes 

and policies are now being rewritten. 

 

*Trump blaming china for interfering with up and coming elections should not be taken 

literally, it has nothing to do with China the country, it's people or the govt, and 
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everything to do with Chinese Elders, Rothtillians and Dragon groups employing an army 

of hackers out of Asia to hack into everything not just the trust and here is why 

 

*Security certificates, govts, agencies, military and pentagon depts completely unaware 

at the depth of it, these are in phones, computers, laptops, ipads, cars, planes, boats, trains 

anything that has a motherboard or chip, some will be familiar with verisign for credit or 

debit card transactions you name it. *crashing tesla or electric cars to keep the oil cars 

going 

 

*The Government has approached the Trustee to address the income tax issue, changing 

our tax structure so that only Social Security and spending taxes will be in place soon. 

Current analysis is being done to see the best way to execute this. The IRS will be moved 

out if Puerto Rico and back into the United States They have also asked Kim to address 

the Student Loan Debts and other debt issues. 

 

*The Trustee believes the USA will be completely self sustaining with no other foreign 

bodies or corporations having any say or control within the next 3 to 5 years. 

 

*Word on the street is October 3rd will be new D day, what that entails we will see 

 

*several dozen countries now have approached the Trust for us to work with them solely, 

and they have a desire to end the old banking system and humanity terrorising groups, 

like UN, IMF and World bank plus the Rothschilds conglomerate, they now see a new 

way to be and are acting on it, the pace of change is quickening. 

 

 *The issue of where peoples energy goes will be important now and going forward, and 

you should use yours wisely. Many people focus on the drama of the political circles and 

I do get that, to me that is old news, like a 4 year loop. Look at the drama of McCabe, 

Rosenstein, Mueller, Comey et al, look at how long that investigation charade has taken, 

how many hours of energy everyone has put into that, thousands of hours of portal people 

rhetoric, $100M's poured into it, to find out what we in THI already knew before it all 

started? think about it? yes, I will get proven right on many things that has been said, but 

it is not about me being right in the scheme of things, it is about the world being righted, 

and politics is a tiny aspect of that in the scheme of things, far tinier than most people 

imagine. This is why we need a new type of govt, 18 months of toing and froing 

theatorical style bs'ery has helped no one, least of all the people. The current govt mode 

of operation is incapable of making any rational, well reasoned, common sense decisions 

on behalf of we the people, it is just not designed that way, it is all controlled from way 

higher up than the President, people really need to understand that. This movement is not 

about ending the govt or one party, it is about stripping away the barriers preventing the 

govt operating in a way of for and by the people, and all of you have a responsibility and 
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duty to participate in that, it is your life they are wrecking, your children's futures they 

are destroying, and our species chances of ever progressing beyond this meat suit, 

limitation, mind control program. It is fine to a point of following it to understand what 

has been done, but all who have listened to THI from the beginning by now should be 

fully averse of the machinations of govt, so FISA documents or other documents telling 

you what you already know, serves no purpose for us whatsoever, you already know most 

if not all are corrupt or corrupted, so what difference will another document make? how 

much proof do you really need? proof on top of proof on top of proof is all delaying 

tactics and why I called out Q last week, I read out the list of tick tock names on a show 

over 12 months ago, and it is nice in a small way seeing them ticked off that list, but 

overall it is not getting to the root of the problem. We have enough proof on all of them, 

Kim has provided millions of pages of documents on all levels of corruption, now is the 

time to act on it, energy needs to go into actions, not finding proof on top of proof of 

what we already know, whilst all distracted on political theater, people who don't do the 

real work on themselves will always seek out the distractions be it politics, sport or 

religion, all of it designed to deflect away from what is real, I hope people begin to grasp 

that by now, no one is coming to save you, be it Trump, govts, ET's, Jesus or Allah only 

you save you and hopefully you save others as well. 

 

*what would sovereignty bring to america? fed/irs. 3/4/5 letter oversight, taxes reduced, 

constitution, bill of rights, ending of bar system return to natural or common law, 

american govt, our own currency, keep our own resources, wars would ceased and we the 

people funding it, everything and everyone accountable, financial transparency, no more 

too big to fail, immunity, above the law, Crown rule end, real independence. end of deep 

state, end of SSp, disclosures abound but not necessarily et or religion that will be a later 

date, too sensitive and too damaging. Funding for projects and humanitarian issue would 

not be blocked. end of banking tyranny, end of sacrificing sons and daughters, beginning 

of the end of old technology like oil, nuclear, gas or coal and phasing in of new cleaner 

technology, advancements in medical fields, return to entrepreneurs with fresh ideas and 

driven hopefully in improving humanity and not just their bank balance, end of cor- 

pirate control, end of gmos, chemtrails, water poisoning, nutrient and vitamin deficient 

food, end of dumbing down in schools, end of vaccine issue, beginning of the end of 

psychopaths running the world, so when you ask what sovereignty means there is your 

answer, except I left out one key component - YOU - sovereignty means YOU have a 

personal responsibility for the first time in your lives, to not only participate in improving 

your world, but everyone elses as well, that is sovereignty, everyone chipping to improve 

all aspects of life, everyones workload will increase exponentially, as we have much to 

clean up, improve or delete, the improving of ourselves and clean up of ourselves is the 

most essential part. 
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* In political and social sciences, communism (from Latin communis, "common, 

universal")[1][2] is the philosophical, social, political, and economic ideology and 

movement whose ultimate goal is the establishment of the communist society, which is a 

socioeconomic order structured upon the common ownership of the means of production 

and the absence of social classes, money and the state. Communism includes a variety of 

schools of thought, which broadly include Marxism and anarchism (anarcho-

communism), as well as the political ideologies grouped around both. All of these share 

the analysis that the current order of society stems from its economic system, capitalism; 

that in this system there are two major social classes; that conflict between these two 

classes is the root of all problems in society; and that this situation will ultimately be 

resolved through a social revolution. The two classes are the working class—who must 

work to survive and who make up the majority within society—and the capitalist class—

a minority who derives profit from employing the working class through private 

ownership of the means of production. The revolution will put the working class in power 

and in turn establish social ownership of the means of production, which according to this 

analysis is the primary element in the transformation of society towards communism. 

Critics of communism can be roughly divided into those concerning themselves with the 

practical aspects of 20th century communist states and those concerning themselves with 

communist principles and theory. The term "communism" was first coined and defined in 

its modern definition by the French philosopher and writer Victor d'Hupay. In his 1777 

book Projet de communauté philosophe, d'Hupay pushes the philosophy of the 

Enlightenment to principles which he lived up to during most of his life in his bastide of 

Fuveau (Provence). This book can be seen as the cornerstone of communist philosophy as 

d'Hupay defines this lifestyle as a "commune" and advises to "share all economic and 

material products between inhabitants of the commune, so that all may benefit from 

everybody's work". Communist thought has also been traced back to the works of the 

16th-century English writer Thomas More. In his treatise Utopia (1516), More portrayed 

a society based on common ownership of property, whose rulers administered it through 

the application of reason. You do all realize that the current mode of Communism was 

introduced by the Khazarian Jews don't you? and has nothing to do with Russia or China. 

If you dont understand or know that listen to my series From russia with love part 1 and 

2, and you will gain a greater perspective. Some will say fascism is the worst form of 

govt, but it depends on who is designated for extermination does it not? reality is fascism 

is a speedy death program, whilst all other govt ideologies are a slow death program.  

 

*Theresa may says the cabinet is behind the Brexit plan, how clever is a wooden furniture 

item is that, to understand the stalling tactics of political bs'ery 1540s, "secret storehouse, 

treasure chamber; case for valuables," from Middle French cabinet "small room" (16c.), 

diminutive of Old French cabane "cabin" (see cabin); perhaps influenced by (or rather, 

from) Italian gabbinetto, diminutive of gabbia, from Latin cavea "stall, stoop, cage, den 

for animals" (see cave (n.)). Meaning "case for safe-keeping" (of papers, liquor, etc.) is 
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from 1540s, gradually shading to mean a piece of furniture that does this. Sense of 

"private room where advisers meet" (c. 1600) led to modern political meaning "an 

executive council" 

 

*A Swedish university is investigating a professor for “anti-feminism” and “transphobia” 

after he said there are biological differences between men and women. He is being urged 

to retract his comments. The professor, Germund Hesslow, who works in 

neurophysiology at Lund University, was accused by a student of making “transphobic” 

and “anti-feminist” statements in a lecture — but he has refused to back down. During 

his course on ‘Heritage and Environment’ at the leading academic institution, Hesslow 

cited empirical research which supports the idea that there are differences between men 

and women which are “biologically founded” and therefore genders cannot be regarded 

as “social constructs alone”. The complainant suggested that Hesslow’s comments were 

at odds with the Swedish “value base” (value base hmm bit like normal that, who 

decides, govt or us?— a concept which requires all schools in Sweden to adhere to a 

common ethical policy, which includes upholding values like egalitarianism, individual 

freedom and equality of the sexes. All this as a Swedish church pushes for a neutral 

gender to be applied to Jesus. Really, its all wells the fargo to me. A bunch of stupid 

people with far too much time on their hands coming up with fancy words and 

descriptions like transphobic, asexual, metrosexual and other banal control system words 

under the banner of political correctness. I will tell you what is correct vagina = woman, 

penis equals man, it is just that simple, if a man wants to play with another man fine, 

woman wants to play with another woman fine, but why do you need a control system 

labels, to qualify what you do in your own homes or bedrooms? Put it this way, if I 

decided to place a camera in your bedrooms, most would rightly complain of an invasion 

of privacy, and yet people are walking around telling the world what type of sex they 

prefer in their bedrooms, you cant have it both ways. This labeling is costing an absolute 

fortune in time and resources, what you do in privacy of your own homes is your 

business, unless you choose to video it for others to watch, again that is your choice. 

Labels are external version of you, real version is the internal version, for petes sake 

remember that. Who are you? I am me. I am not left or right politically, handed or brain 

hemisphere, I am not defined by what job I do, or what fake astrological sign I was born 

under, what sexuality I prefer is between me and those I choose to sleep with, and is 

nobodies business never mind what label. I am not defined by religion, what country I 

was born in, or currently reside in, I am not defined by material wealth or my bank 

balance, I would sooner be defined by moral actions taken, being heart centered, caring, 

sharing, compassionate and standing in defense of others who cant defend themselves, 

put simply I am, and that is all that matters and ultimately it is about what love you give, 

the love you receive and the love you leave. 
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 *The issue of leaders and followers came up this week and something I felt we should 

touch on to a wider audience. Some dont like the term followers, but right through history 

there has always been followers. The tribal groups had a chief or leader and his or her 

object was to develop and empower their people and create new leaders for the 

progression of the group, currently all leaders disempower their group and so everything 

is ass backwards. The largest empire ever on this planet that was not done by conquest 

but by teaching it was the URS/Rus/Slavonic Ayran empire that was what is now know 

as Russia, encompassed 2/3rd's of Europe, China, parts of India, Pakistan, afghanistan, 

Iran (land of the ayrans and Iraq with countries in between, all done by teaching people to 

think, act and operate in a better way in allignment with all, and not replicate the 

savagery exhibited by those out of the original garden of eden in India of human sacrifice 

and worshipping the dark forces entity known as the Kali- ma, the dark mother. All those 

people followed the path laid out and it was bringing peace to the planet, so there is 

nothing wrong with following as such, not all can be leaders, and when their is too many 

leaders, it often leads to squabbling over who is the most important. The being known as 

Jesus whose real name was Radomir, he was a Rus, all the same teachings as the books 

attributed to the name Jesus, but it said don't follow me did it not, and what he is referring 

to by me is, is you are not following the person, but the teachings are the important 

aspect, big difference. That is the empowering aspect, what is not empowering is people 

saying they are following Jesus the man, I hear people say I am good as I follow Jesus 

and I read all his books, A: jesus never wrote any books and there was no letter J until the 

1400's B: if jesus wrote the texas chainsaw massacre book would you become a 

homicidal maniac? so it is not about the who wrote or who was quoted in the books, but 

how you choose to go on a certain path, it has nothing to do with Jesus and everything to 

do with you, same applies to this show and what I have said, I showed a path of 

betterment in many aspects of life, the fact you chose to walk it, is all down to you not 

me. Like people saying I go to church and my church does good things, NO, the people in 

the church does good things actually, all about the people not the books or the buildings, 

this is where humanity fails, all tributes are being given out as external to themselves, 

when it is they who are doing the good actions, please stop doing that you are giving 

away your energy and life force to entities and buildings that operate on that premise. 

Pray within not to external cloud sitting judgement man, source is within you it is not 

external, wishing and hoping is external, manifest and creating starts internally, do you 

think Trump started the truth and exposing movement, did he heck, you did, all of you, 

when a threshold of around 10-12% is reached of what is requested, it manifests, you all 

demanded the truth and so now you are getting it. So once you all recognize the fact that 

little you or little me is far more powerful than you have given yourselves credit for, is it 

not time you used that power in a non violent, non destructive more productive manner? 

Time the higher universal man aka hu -man kicked into gear is it not? 

 

 


